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New World Order

We write the seventh day after “The Change” - A
worldwide event that has changed the reality
humanity lives in… literally! Reality has been
changed according to one man’s wishes! And boy,
a lot has changed compared to the old world, but
nobody realizes it, except a hand full of female
agents who were more or less protected from the
reality wave, thanks to the technical precautions
of their secret base. They prepare for their most
important mission… Take down the rogue agent
who has jumbled up reality and restore the world
to its original state! Will they succeed?

Featuring:

Stella … The captain of the Agency
Stacey … A female agent
Erika … A female agent
Gina … a female recruit
Lana … a female recruit
Mikael … the rogue agent with the reality notebook!



We join one of “The Agency’s” recruits as she wakes up soon before the
upcoming mission to save the world! Her name is Lana… or Agent Hopkins.

*Radio voice*
And now our leaders’ 

favorite song. The 
latest hit from Nathan 
Sinatro – “These Boobs 
are made for wanking.”

*Yawn*
… Urgh! Ever since I 
learned it’s that guy's 
favorite song as well, 

I don’t like it 
anymore!



Stop your whining, 
Lana! You’ve 

trained for this! 
And you are one 
of the few who 
can stop him!

My first real 
mission… and the 
fate of the world 

as we know it 
hangs in the 
balance…

Today’s the big 
day… We’ll … 
I’ll… take him 

down!

These boobs 
are made for 

wanking…

*Radio sing*
You’ve been 

messing where you 
shouldn’t have 
been messing…



One of these 
days I’m gonna

wank right 
over you…

*Radio sing*
And that’s just 
what I’ll do…

Grumpy?
Butterflies 
before the 
big mission?

Great 
song, isn’t 

it?

Good!

Wakey wakey, 
sleepyhead!

Maybe… I’ve 
just got a 

bad feeling…

Yeah… 
kinda…

I am 
awake!



If I could 
take your 

part I would 
you know… Taking a 

leak.

But it has 
to be me…

I know… You 
are far better 
trained than 

me.

I’ll join 
ya!

Where are 
you going?



Men have far 
better control of 
their… stream… 
but they can sit 

down if they want 
to…

I mean, what the 
fuck was nature 

thinking?

Don’t you just 
hate that we 
can’t sit down 
while peeing?

It’s so 
unfair!

And we women 
have to pee 
standing?



Yeah… I 
guess you are 
right… Still, 
it’s unfair!

But where’s 
the logic in 

that?!

I know it 
would feel 

wrong!

That would 
just feel 
wrong!

I don’t get it. 
Why would 
you want to 

sit down?

Why are we not 
simply laying 

eggs? Would be 
much simpler.

Why are we 
women bearing 

children?

Oh, c’mon. 
There is no 
use asking 

nature for a 
reason.



Later, back in the main room…

Anything 
new outside?

Well… no 
change since 

“The Change”.

Nah… no 
change 

whatsoever…



A look out on the streets via “the Agency’s” spy cams all over the city
reveals…



…Nothing unusual. Women all over the city are going about their days
the way they are supposed to…

Hey, Sayo, 
look!

Woow!
Those are 
some nice 

shoes!



It makes me so 
furious seeing 
them act like 

nothing is 
wrong!

Captain 
on deck!

Believing in 
this new… 

wrong reality!

If it wasn’t for 
the protection 
of this base, we 
would be among 

them!

They are not 
acting. For 
them this is 

normal.



As you can see the world has been changed a lot… A
rogue agent has used the “Reality Note” to shape
reality to his twisted sexual desires! Women walk
around like filthy sluts and deem it normal! Also, he
is now the world’s leader and only man on the
planet!

Now, watch as our group of agents get ready for their
big mission to take him down…





Horny-Haze Trivia:
It’s a natural phenomenon
occurring with all women. If a
woman has not climaxed for
about 24 hours, she runs the
risk of entering horny-haze – a
state of pure hornyness where
all mental capabilities are shut
down to make room for a
single thought only –

PLEASURE.

Many women try to avoid
horny-haze to be able to fulfill
their daily jobs, though there
are some seeking it out on
purpose as the orgasms
achieved during horny-haze
are beyond compare.



Who the fuck 
came up with
these stupid 

disguises 
anyway…

That would 
have been 
me, Agent!

A little while later our agents have put on their disguises…



If we have to
work undercover 

at night in the 
woods what will 

we do, Agent 
Alcone?

We will wear 
camouflage 

suits!

And when we 
infiltrate an 
enemy base?

We steal their 
uniforms and 
dress up as 

guards!



Then we 
dress up as 
hookers and 
dirty sluts!

Then we 
dress up as 
hookers and 
dirty sluts!

Good!
I’m glad you 
understand!

And if the 
enemy dresses 
up as hookers 

and dirty sluts?





End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

You have witnessed the dramatic differences in reality after
“The Change”. But what’s our agent’s plan? How are they
supposed to take down a man who can change reality on a
worldwide scale with nothing more than writing a sentence
in a booklet?! Also… look forward to a detailed depicturing
of the horny-haze counter measures ;).

New World order is a 2 Chapter story with the second part
coming out next Friday (07.04.2023).

This first part is ~50 pages long and contains 10 pinups. It’s
for adults only and available on my Patreon, Gumroad, or in
my Deviant Art Shop:
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